Raja Abdulhaq
Raja Abdulhaq supports terrorism and discourages peaceful dialogue between Israelis and
Palestinian-Arabs.
● Abdulhaq blames the 9/11 terrorist attacks on Western powers rather than condemning alQaeda.1
● He calls Hamas, an internationally recognized terrorist organization that violently abuses both
Palestinian-Arab and Israeli civilians, a “movement” engaging in legitimate “resistance.” 2
● He continuously expresses support for Palestinian-Arab terrorism and disdain for
peaceful dialogue, stating “If you preach about popular resistance by calling it “non-violent”
resistance in the international arena and indirectly condemn other forms of resistance, mainly
armed, then you don’t represent Palestine.” 3
○ “Don't endorse anybody that claims to be speaking up against Israel, but demonizes
Hamas/resistance.” - Abdulhaq via Facebook, July 22, 2015
○ Abdulhaq condemns any Muslim organization that engages in peaceful dialogue with
the pro-Israel community as a being a “betrayal to your brothers [and] sisters in
Palestine, Lebanon, Syria, Egypt and other countries.” 4
● Referring to the war between Hamas and Israel in 2014, during which Israel defended its
civilians against Hamas’ continuous rocket-fire, Abdulhaq tweeted “As we mourn martyrs, we
celebrate their resistance & learn from their struggle in dying w/ dignity rather than living w/
humiliation #Gaza.”
○ “Martyrs” are those who kill themselves to murder civilians.
○ The al-Qaeda terrorists responsible for 9/11 referred to themselves as “martyrs.”
○ The Hamas charter calls for the genocide of the Jewish people and the destruction
of the only Jewish state.
■ For example, the charter says:
● “The Day of Judgment will not come about until Moslems fight Jews
and kill them.” (Article 7)
● “The Nazism of the Jews does not skip women and children, it scares
everyone.” (Article 20)
Abdulhaq supports BDS, an anti-Palestinian movement that is also dedicated to the
delegitimization of Israel and the prevention of cooperation between Israelis and PalestinianArabs.
● The BDS movement harms Palestinian-Arabs working in Israel by boycotting companies that
employ them. If BDS succeeds, roughly 100,000 Palestinian-Arabs will lose their jobs.5
● BDS undermines peace efforts by encouraging Palestinian-Arab leaders to not associate or
negotiate with Israeli peace partners.
● Freedom House ranked Israel as the only completely free country in the Middle East, yet BDS
only targets Israel.6 Why is BDS ignoring actual human rights abuses in the region and
instead targeting the only Jewish state?
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